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Magnetic-Fusion Data Acquisition at Los Alamos

R. W. lJilkinsand K. A. Klare

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamo:, New Mexico @7544

The CTR division uses a single software package to acquire data from hundrwls

of CAMAC recorders. For the past five years, this package has been used by

all experiments, both manual and computer controlled. A variety of signals

are stored in transient digitizers and other memories. The computer retrieves

the data and applies an efficient compression algorithm befbre storing it on

disk. The physicist can plan his next shot from the acquired data even as the

rest is read. The readout is list-directed with device, amplifier, and tima

base types and their settings selected by the physicist. A new experiment rnd~”

be set up in minutes.
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INTRODW7HON

Before the development of this acquisition

software, each cTR experiment at Los Alamos had

its nvn acquisition system and file format. This

state made software maintenance difficult. At

least one programmer had to be familiar with eat},

system nnd analysis programs could not be

tra,~sferredwithout change betweer,experiments.

Vith these problems in mind, new data

acquisition, analysis, %nd display programs were

designed. In these programs, called DAD,l all

experiment and device-specific information is in

descriptor files. This separation allows the

same progvam to be used for all experiments.

I. HARDWARE

The computer syutems used are:

1. A mini to control each machine.

2. A mini to acquire experimental d~ta.

3. A large mini for immediate analysls.

4. A main frame for more extensive nnalysts

and larger nrchivillgcapability.

5, A satellite link to the DOE/t4~tcomp~’ter

center al the Lawrence Livermorc NFItloI:nl

La+orato-y (LLNL). Th( ]nrge SCR]C? ~111)’ mI{l (;[X
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computers the;e are used by the experimentalists

primarily for electrical network analysis and

modeling.

Individual computers sometimes serve

multiple functions among items 1 to 3. The

largest experiment is ZT-4W, a reversed field

toroidal z-pinch. It has a Prime-750 that does

control, acquisition, and on-line analysis. The

Compact Torus Experiment (CTX) and the Field

Reversed Experiment (FRX-C) share a Prime-400 for

acquisition and analysis. Each has a Prime-300

for control of their machine, The toroidal

z-pinch prototype (ZT-P) 1: served by a Prime-40C

with some control by 1,S1-11microcomputers.

An X,25 link betveen the ZT-40M computer and

the VAX cluster gives rapid transferof data from

the experiment to a larger data base.

A PRIHENET link of ZT-P and ZT-40M permits

sharing of resources including programs and

computer hardware.

II. DESCRIPTOR FILES

The descriptors are of’ four typ”:s:]ogica]

device, time base, diagnostic, and shot.
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Each logical device descriptor has the model

or type of the data acquisition device, its CAMAC

address, t~e physical units measured, and a scale

factor betw~en the recorded signal voltage and

the measured value. The amplifier and time base

are also described. The total entry may have

additional floating point numbers that are

defined by the user. Typical uses are for probe

positions or wavele~gth settings in a diagnostic

or for a calibration reference. Most oata

collection is with analog-to-digital transient

recorders with memorie~ up to 32k samples.

A time base descripto~ may “gang” many

devices to one set of numbers. This may be ar

external clock. The sample rate and number of

samples are given for each rate. The devices

used are listed for cl-oss-reference,

A diagnostic descriptor lists all logical

devices associated with a given diagnostic and

the status of the diagnostic, This status MaL’ks

if the group of logical devices is to be ignored,

read huc not kept beyond the next shot, or read

and archived,

The shot descriptor has data that applies in

commun [c all devices Yuch as tbe shot numbeu,

time of day, voltage settings, fill puessdres,

and time delay settings,
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These tables are kept up-to-date using a

utility program called DU’TIL. ‘ibis interactive

program can be used by anyone associated with

that experiment. Vith this program, the user can

defi~lenew devices and diagnostics or change the

tables of existing ones. In our experience, this

open system approach has worked well, and is an

important factor in the acceptance of the system

by its users.

To set up a total data set for a diffeient

experiment, we must create a disk directory with

the name of the experiment, create nn empty set

of descriptor files in the directory, create an

area for archived shots, and begin filljng in the

descriptors using DUTIL. An “experiment” may be

as large as ZT-40H or a single recording device

on a serial highway in a remote laborat~ry.

IIT. DATA ACWISITION COMMANDS

The dat,: acquisition commands of DAD are

ARM, BASE, CLOSE, OPEN, READ, SAVE, and TRIG.

The OPEN and CLOSE commands lock and release the

descriptor files. Tne BASE command l-ends

r+,cordelswhen the signal is i.~active(base line)

and, if possible, re~ds them wit]: no inpul (ripen

circuit) to measure absolute voltages, l’h~ARM,
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BASE, READ, and TRIG (trigger) commands may be

changed by arguments that rest”~ictthem to one

diagnostic set or a single logical device. The

programs now support many different hardware

models and operational modes: 24 types of logical

devices, 5 types of amplifiers, and 5 types of

time bases.

The pre-shot sequence of commands is:

OPEN, ARM, TRIG, BASE, ARM,

This sequence takes R base line and prepares the

recorders for the shot. After the machine

trigger, the post-shot command sequence is:

READ, SAVE, CLOSE.

This rec~rds the data from ali “active”

diagnostics in a temporary shot file and archiv?s

the data from each diagnostic with a “save”

Stutus. These comm~ntis m~y be execu<.edonly by a

program having the full rights of rhe experiment.

Anyone can use the commands fol d~la an!+lysisand ‘

viewing,

For an experiment ttiat is not compute:

controlled, t?ese sequences ale L-equested

interactively. To simplify tilingsfol Lhe manual
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user, any sequence of commands can

with a number and th~i]be invoked

be associated

by using only

that number, These definitions and the

parameters used by the DAD routines are retained

in personal files. For an experiment that is

computer controlled, the sequences are invoked

from command files.

The experimenters may c+eck a recorder by

cycling it and dl~playing any test input or they

may see the range cf data values to adjust an

input offset or to check for noise. Jhile the

experiment is ~ollecting data, the devices are

off-limits.

IV. DATA COflPRESSION

Data compression is

READ command processing.

unpacked (one item in each

into a bit stream (using a

normally part of the

The data may be

computer word), packed

word size that depends

on the device), or compressed. The choice l~sed

is controlled device-by-device bmyan e,jtryii,tl~e

16gical device descriptor,

The unpacked technique minimizes CPU time at

the expense of fjle s+ze and clisl~input/output

(1/0) time. The packed tec.hniqupcosts abollt5070
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more GPU time than unpacked but results in a

predictable reduction in the file size.

The compression technique records

d~fferences between successive data inputs and

uses about three times the unpacked CPU time but

res!]ltsin a reduction of the total shot file

size by a factor of three to six. Table I shows

the number of bytes stored for a typical dev!ce.

For compression to be effective, the data

must change slowly. Each data trace is

difference to get a starting value and the

successive changes. If it changes slowly then

those changes will be small and can be stored

using fewer bits per data item. The algorithm

scans the trace to make divisions into groups

that will minimize the tote.1bits needed. As a

Table I. :torage for a typical 10–bit device.

saved descriptor 188 bites

optional words 4

unpacked data 16384

packed data 10240

compressed data 2400
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compromise to reduce the time used, it projects

ahead only one group. Each group is preceded by

an item count and the number of bits used to

represent each item.

The system has the flexibility to defer the

data compression until SAVE time or until

off-hours. It has been our experience, however,

that the elapsed real time to compress the data

during the READ processing is not significantly

more than that for unpacked or packed data

because the disk 1/0 time is greatly reduced.

The expansion of compressed data takes more

time than using unpacked data but that e~tra time

is only about 10% of the simplest retrieval and

is often less than that needed for l]ackeddata.

Data compression also allows more shots to be

available on disk before transfer to permanent

storage and the 1/0 time is reduces.

On our largest experiment (ZT-40M), a

typical shot has 1.4 million items from 220

devices used by 26 diagnostics, The READ and

SAVE takes 200 seconds and 700 compressed shots

are stored on disk.
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V. SUM’M.RY

The separation of device descriptors from

the programming allows the use of one set of

programs on a variety of experiments. ‘The

compression of data permits reduced storage and

expanded availability of older shots with a small

real-time penalty.
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submitted to these proceedings.


